
The Music 
Category 
revealed!





Popular song forms

Simple, engaging melodies

Accessible lyrics



Eleven acceptable complete chords

Dominated by “Big 3”:  dom7, dom9, major triad

Strong chord component in bass

Melody primarily in the lead

Circle of Fifths harmonic progressions



Song is 
enhanced; 
Unity is not 

overly 
disturbed

echoes

swipes

solo 
passages patter

instrument 
effects

bell 
chords



Musical 
Artistry

Harmony 
Accuracy

Vocal 
Skills

Barbershop 
Style



Tempo

Rhythm

Musical Unity



Phrasing

Musical Energy

Dynamics



Can you…“exhibit the musical 
artistry that matches the 
intent of the song” by…

singing all 
notes and 
intervals 

correctly?

singing all 
chords in 
tune and 
together?

exhibiting 
the vocal 

flexibility to 
deliver 

melodic 
challenges?

delivering 
rhythms and 
tempos with 

style?

physically 
depicting the 

story or 
selling the 
message 

with 
believability?



"This cute and entertaining uptune is a challenge for your current
skill level. You're developing your vocal skills but you're not yet
applying them consistently. Frequent tuning problems and a few wrong
notes. Frequent synchronization errors are distorting some chords.

“This is a solid song and arrangement, a wise choice for you. Good
work on vocal skills, but they're not consistent. The musical unit is
sometimes disturbed by internal synch problems. Good phrasing plan,
not always moving forward with energy and purpose. Minor tuning and
synchronization problems throughout.”



"Your music choices are difficult for you - simpler arrangements
would be more appropriate for your current skill level. Many
intervals are inaccurate and often not performed as a unit,
distorting the barbershop chords. More accurate tuning is a must for
you. Continue to strengthen all your vocal skills."

"Lots of energy in this performance. Good dynamic plan, usually
energized. Mostly consistent harmony accuracy but not yet to the
level of fine tuning. Good song & arrangement well suited to your
group. Some clever, creative interpretive ideas."



WHAT LEVEL DO YOU HEAR?


